You have just read about the vital impact Transform Trade has made over the past year, and none of it would have been possible without your enthusiastic support.

Every petition signed, letter written, event hosted, and pound donated or fundraised fuels the fight to transform trade.

We have achieved so much, together.

We can’t thank you enough

- **7441** people pledged their support for our vision for people centred trade.
- **665** made a new one-off donation
- **326** set up a new regular gift
- **96** increased their regular gift
- **14** very special supporters chose to remember us in their will
- **166** people held a Big Brew
- **3454** gave a regular gift
- **8871** gave a one-off gift
- **1461** supporters invited their MP to attend Fashion Watchdog events in Parliament...
- **4289** emailed their MP, asking them to support the call for a Fashion Watchdog
- **82** handcrafted fashionable dogs have been sent to MPs, to draw their attention to the issue.
- These dedicated supporters have encouraged **59** MPs to pledge to support a Fashion Watchdog so far.

...**41** MPs and staffers attended.

We have achieved so much, together.